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Revised Standards—Point-of-
Interaction Currency Conversion 
 
Mastercard is revising the Standards announced in the article “AN 2042— 
Revised Standards—Point-of-Interaction Currency Conversion.”   
 
 

Overview of Revised Standards 
Customers should review the revisions to the publication(s) in this document 
and make appropriate plans to support the revised Standards. 
 
Effective Date Changes to Standards in… Will be Published in… 

12 April 2019 Transaction Processing Rules  Chapter 3—Acceptance Procedures 

 
Mastercard will incorporate the revised Standards into a future edition of the 
manual(s). The manual(s) are available on Mastercard Connect™ via 
Publications. 
 
 

Revised Standards—Transaction Processing Rules 
Mastercard will revise the Transaction Processing Rules to include these 
Standards. Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions are indicated 
with a strikethrough. 

 

Chapter 3 Acceptance Procedures  

3.8 POI Currency Conversion  

For purposes of these POI currency conversion Rules, billing currency is the 
currency in which the Card was issued. 

POI currency conversion is a service that may be offered by a Merchant or 
Acquirer. The service enables a Cardholder to decide whether a Transaction 
should be completed in either the local currency or the billing currency. POI 
currency conversion is also referred to as dynamic currency conversion, or 
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(DCC). If POI currency conversion is used for a Transaction, the foreign 
exchange rate is applied by the Merchant or Acquirer. 

When POI currency conversion is offered, the Transaction currency is the 
currency selected by the Cardholder at the Point-of-Sale (POS) Terminal, ATM 
Terminal, or Bank Branch Terminal. 

An Acquirer that intends to acquire Transactions on which POI currency 
conversion has been performed first must register with the Corporation to do 
so. 

POI currency conversion must not be offered on a Contactless Transaction that 
is equal to or less than the applicable CVM limit or on any Contactless transit 
aggregated Transaction for which a ceiling limit applies. POI currency 
conversion optionally may be offered on a Contactless Transaction that exceeds 
the CVM limit.  

POI currency conversion must not be offered on any ATM or face-to-face 
Transaction effected with Mastercard and Maestro Prepaid Cards that have 
single or multi-currency features or that are otherwise identified in the 
Mastercard Parameter Extract (MPE) as ineligible for POI currency conversion.  

POI currency conversion may be offered, subject to all of the following 
conditions: 

• No specific currency conversion method may be implemented as the 
default option, except that when POI currency conversion is offered on 
the Internet, a currency conversion option may be pre-selected; 

• A Cardholder may not be required or encouraged (i.e., “steered”) in any 
manner to use POI currency conversion. For example, a POS Terminal 
must not ask or require a Cardholder to choose to have the Transaction 
completed in a particular currency, whether by selecting “YES” or “NO” or 
by displaying different currency selections in red and green colors, or 
otherwise; and 

• The offer complies with the following Attended POS Terminal, 
Unattended POS Terminal, or ATM Terminal Cardholder disclosure 
requirements, as applicable.  

 

 


